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“Laughter is contagious and I’m trying to start an epidemic.”
MICHAEL P. CLUTTON .
“There is only one way of being not-non-Markovian.”
JAUME MASOLIVER GARCIA .
ABSTRACT
Most epidemic spreading models assume memoryless systems and statistically independent infections.
Nevertheless, many real-life cases are manifestly time-sensitive and show strong correlations. We
propose an alternative microscopic description of the susceptible-infected-susceptible model that
accounts for cooperation, and perform simulations on degree-regular networks. Our results show
a large variety of features, including hysteresis effects and loss of universality, and call for further
research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since its dawning, humankind has endured the burden of disease. For almost as long, shamans,
menders, doctors, and scientists have attempted to fathom the outbreak and spread of illnesses
in order to evaluate inoculation and isolation plans, and devise strategies to reduce their mor-
tality. Epidemic modelling is one of the main tools used to study the spreading mechanisms,
predict the evolution of an outbreak, and gauge containment protocols.
The first systematic epidemiological study dates back to 1662, when John Grant endeav-
oured to quantify the cause of death of various diseases [1]; however, his work did not con-
template their transmission. Over a century later, in 1766, Daniel Bernoulli formulated a
mathematical model for the spreading of smallpox, concluding that universal inoculation could
significantly increase life expectancy [2, 3]. These and other efforts preceded the development
during the 19th century of germ theory, which marked the beginning of modern theoretical epi-
demiology. The comprehensive understanding of the biology behind the outbreak and spreading
of epidemics allowed for more sophisticated and accurate modelling [4], ultimately culminating
in the seminal works by Kermack and McKendrick.
Their modelling scheme consists in i) dividing the population into discrete categories (re-
ferred to as compartments), ii) translating all biological properties of the disease into mathemat-
ical parameters, and iii) specifying the rules that govern the transitions between compartments
[5]. The possibility of including a wide array of factors (e.g. age, birth, death, migration, im-
munity, vaccination, etc.) has yielded a vast variety of models, often quite sophisticated [6].
Because of its simplicity and versatility, it still is the starting point of most of today’s research
in the field of epidemic modelling.
Traditionally, the spreading dynamics of illnesses were described by deterministic differential
equations. Borrowing tools from statistical mechanics, scientists were able to introduce stochas-
tic features, further elaborating their models [7]. Later studies showed that the structure of
human interactions was central to the problem, and networks were brought into play [8, 9].
Treating network dynamics analytically is often quite complicated and sometimes even im-
possible. Therefore, epidemic modelling has resorted to computational simulations, now an
essential tool in any research effort.
Recently, technological improvements have substantially enhanced computational perfor-
mance, permitting highly precise, big-scale simulations. Moreover, the widespread use of mobile
and wi-fi technologies throughout society has enabled the acquisition of detailed information
about real-life networks. These advances have prompted many researchers to advocate the use
of models as real-time predictive tools, specifically in the domain of public health policy [10, 11].
Additionally, epidemic modelling is extensively used to describe other phenomena, such as the
spreading of information, rumours, cultural norms, and social behaviour [12, 13].
In the last decade, contributions by physicists and mathematicians have mainly centred on the
underlying connectivity patterns. As reflected in the surging bibliography, research in this area
has been numerous and varied, i.a. yielding novel analytic approaches, and improved simulation
techniques. The field is still vividly active, with many current efforts focused on the intricacies
of real-life networks [13].
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Surprisingly, other fundamental aspects have received less attention, in particular the tem-
poral properties of the compartmental transitions. While most of the works apply the Poisson
approximation, empirical data evidences its inappropriateness [14, 15, 16]. Although this discor-
dance is often acknowledged, non-Poisson approximations are rarely utilised given their reduced
tractability [17].
Notwithstanding, recent studies have engaged in surmounting this hindrance, using either
an analytical [18, 19] or numerical approach [20, 21]. Their results demonstrate previously
unseen properties, and pave the way towards a scarcely explored area of epidemic modelling.
1.1 Outline
This thesis studies the susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model, by means of stochastic
micro-scale simulations. Section 2 reviews the standard definitions, describes the computational
approach, and compares theoretical and numerical results. In section 3 we introduce a novel
description for the infection mechanism, allowing infectors to cooperate. We detail the model’s
properties, present the modified algorithms, and discuss and interpret our findings. Concluding
remarks and ways forward are provided in section 4.
Even though the SIS model can be applied to other fields, throughout this work we use the
original disease-specific terminology.
2
2 STANDARD SIS
Consider a population of N agents, each of which has a well defined neighbourhood and can
be either in the infected (I) or susceptible (S) compartment. The former recover spontaneously
(becoming susceptible) but the latter can become infected only if at least one of their nearest
neighbours is infected [13]. This model does not account for birth, death nor migration, i.e.
the population remains fixed. Furthermore, recovery from the illness does not confer any long
lasting immunity; this characteristic is present in some sexually transmitted infections [7].
The probability per unit of time that an infected agent transits back to susceptible is given
by the recovery rate η. Analogously, the transmission rate pi gives the probability per unit of
time that the disease is transmitted to a susceptible agent, from any of its infected neighbours.
These transitions can be summarised in two reaction-like equations:
I
η−−→ S (1)
S + I
pi−−→ I + I . (2)
The basic macroscopic measurement is the density of infected agents, ρ = NI/N , often called
the prevalence of the disease. The late-time value of the prevalence, ρ∞, depends solely on the
spreading ratio, λ = pi/η. This behaviour is typically represented in a bifurcation diagram,
with control parameter λ and order parameter ρ∞, which presents a continuous, absorbing
phase transition at λc. When λ < λc, the outbreak dies out exponentially fast and all agents
are disease-free (ρ∞ = 0), constituting an absorbing, healthy phase. For λ > λc there is a
nonvanishing fraction of infected agents (ρ∞ > 0), defining an active, endemic phase. In the
jargon of epidemiology, the critical point λc is referred to as epidemic threshold [8].
2.1 Contact topologies
Our population is embedded on an undirected, unweighted network [22]: a node is assigned
to each agent and an edge is drawn between every pair of agents that are in direct contact.
Interactions are limited to nearest neighbours, the number of which is encoded in a node’s
degree. In addition, the network is nonspatial (it carries no information about the agents’
physical position) and static (it remains fixed over time).
This study is restricted to networks with bounded neighbourhoods, i.e. ki  N , where ki
is node i’s degree. Within this subset, it is known that heterogeneous degree distributions
significantly influence the model’s stationary and dynamical properties [13]. In order to min-
imise these effects and focus on the microscopic mechanisms (specifically in the cooperative
model developed in section 3), we use degree-regular networks, where all nodes have the same
degree k¯. In particular we employ a one-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions,
commonly called a ring. In its standard form it has k¯ = 2 (figure 1a); however, this value can
be increased by adding edges to next-nearest neighbours (k¯ = 4, figure 1b), next-next-nearest
neighbours (k¯ = 6), etc. In the following we refer to these structures as expanded neighbour-
hood annular (ENA) networks. We also use random degree-regular (RDR) networks, where the
edges are placed completely at random.
These two types of apparently dissimilar topologies can be related via a modified (degree-
preserving) Watts-Strogatz model [23]. Given the number of nodes N and degree k¯ we start
3
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Figure 1: (a) Ring with N = 8. Networks obtained using the degree-preserving Watts-Strogatz
model with N = 8 and k¯ = 4, for (b) p = 0 (ENA), (c) p = 1/8, and (d) p = 1 (RDR).
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Local topology of (a) ENA and (b) RDR networks with k¯ = 4.
by constructing the corresponding ENA network 1. Next we pick two edges at random and
randomly swap their end points 2, preventing the generation of multi-edges. This step is re-
peated until pk¯N/2 edges of the original network have been rewired. Figures 1c and 1d show
two illustrative examples. The limit cases p = 0 and p = 1 correspond, respectively, to ENA
and RDR networks 3,4.
A key difference between ENAs and RDRs is their level of clustering, measured by the
eponymous coefficient, c. As shown in figure 2, for k¯ = 4 (the value used throughout this work)
the former have a truss-like structure (high clustering, c = 0.5) while the latter are locally
tree-like (low clustering, c ≈ 0).
2.2 Gillespie algorithm
The state of our system changes whenever an infected agent recovers or a susceptible agent
becomes infected, yielding a sequence of events that constitute a mixture of temporal point
processes. These are assumed memoryless, with future occurrences predicted only on the sys-
tem’s present state. The inter-event time distribution for process j is then ψj(τ) = θje
−θjτ , with
θj its constant occurrence rate. This means that the next event of process j will occur after
an interval of length τ with probability ψj(τ)dτ . The global dynamics can be simulated using
Markovian stochastic algorithms capable of generating statistically exact realisations, such as
the seminal method developed by Gillespie [25, 26].
For a generic system with NA active processes at time t0, the next event will occur at a
time t ∈ (t0, t0 + τ ] with probability Ξ(τ), and will correspond to process i with probability
Πi. This implies that the system remains unchanged up to t, i.e. nothing happens during this
1 Computation-wise, a quite straightforward procedure.
2 Dare-say we select the links A − B and C − D, then the rewired network includes the links A − C and
B −D, or A−D and B − C, with equal probability.
3 For p = 1, an equivalent alternative is using the configurational model [22].
4 Even though RDRs are almost surely connected if k¯ ≥ 3 [24], it is advisable to additionally run a breadth-
first search in order to verify that all nodes belong to the same component [8].
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time. These probabilities are given by Ξ(τ) = 1 − e−τΩ and Πi = θiΩ−1, with Ω =
∑NA
j=1 θj.
Algorithm-wise, two uniform random numbers are needed, u1, u2 ∈ U(0, 1). u1 samples the
interval, τ = − log (u1) Ω−1, and u2, the next-occurring process from the discrete distribution
Π. If the system is in an absorbing state (NA = 0) the Gillespie algorithm (GA) diverges
(Ω−1 →∞), at this point the simulation must be manually halted.
In the SIS model, each of the NI infected nodes represents a possible recovery event, which are
all equivalent (they have the same rate η). Susceptible nodes, on the other hand, may have
none or more than one infected neighbours; therefore it is customary to introduce the concept
of infectious link, i.e. a link between an infected node and a susceptible one [27]. Each of the NT
infectious links represents a possible transmission event 5; once again, these are all equivalent
(they have the same rate pi).
Since all recoveries are equivalent, the probability that the next event corresponds to a
recovery is Πrec = ηNIΩ
−1, with Ω = ηNI + piNT. Similarly, the probability that the next
event corresponds to a trasmission is Πtra = piNTΩ
−1. At each iteration three uniform random
numbers are generated, u1, u2, u3 ∈ U(0, 1): if u1 ≤ Πrec (respectively u1 > Πrec), u2 is used to
draw the infected node (infectious link) that recovers (transmits). Although a third uniform
random number is required for the interfval, τ = − log (u3) Ω−1, this method samples Π more
efficiently. Before moving to the next iteration, time is increased (t← t+ τ) and the system’s
state is updated (a node switches compartment and the corresponding links become infectious
or are deactivated).
2.3 Prevalence curve
A brute-force method to obtain the bifurcation diagram is starting the simulation with all nodes
infected. After an initial transient stage, the system relaxes towards its steady state. Below
the critical point (λ < λc) this corresponds to the absorbing state, which is unique and trivially
yields ρ∞ = 0. Thus, we restrict our simulations to the active phase (λ > λc), where ρ∞ > 0.
However, due to finite-size fluctuations, the system can still get trapped in the absorbing state.
This phenomenon is more likely as we get closer to the critical point and is less pronounced as
the system size grows.
The efficiency of this method can be improved if the control parameter is only slightly
modified, then the new steady state will deviate little from the previous one. Thus, instead of
setting all nodes back to infected, we may use the last simulated state for λi as initial condition
for λi+1 (provided that |λi+1 − λi|  1). This quasi-static-like procedure greatly reduces the
time needed to relax towards the new steady state. Additionally, we want to control the spacing
in the ρ∞-axis, and handle the increasing correlation time as we approach the critical point.
Nevertheless, the stochastic nature of the dynamics requires averaging over various independent
runs, and consequently demands a more elaborate simulation scheme.
For a given network of size N , we set λ = λ0 and infect all nodes. We evolve the system
during 25 ·M0 events (with M0 = N), and record the final value of ρ and store the system’s
final state. After repeating this first step for R independent runs (with the same value λ0), we
compute the average 〈ρ〉0 and write λ0 and M0 to the output file. Subsequently we decrease
the control parameter: λi = λi−1 − ∆λi. Loading the initial state from storage, after 25 ·Mi
iterations of the algorithm we record the final value of ρ and store the system’s final state;
again this step is repeated for R independent runs (with the same value λi). Next we compute
〈ρi〉 and ∆ρi = 〈ρ〉i−1 − 〈ρ〉i. If ∆ρi > ∆ρmax, we interpolate the results (see figure 3), setting
∆λi+1 = λi∆ρmax/∆ρi, and reassigning λi ← λi + ∆λi −∆λi+1 and 〈ρ〉i ← 〈ρ〉i−1 −∆ρmax. In
5 In general NT 6= NS, where NS is the number of susceptible nodes.
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∆ρmax
∆ρi
hρii−1
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i
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Figure 3: Interpolation construction if
∆ρi > ∆ρmax, yielding λ
′
i, 〈ρ〉′i and ∆λi+1.
N R
1 000 40
5 000 30
10 000 20
Table 1: Values of R
used in our simulations.
addition, we increase the event interval, Mi+1 = (Mi)
, with  > 1. Finally we write λi and
Mi to the output file
6. This procedure is repeated for decreasing values of λ until NI = 0, the
point at which the computations are halted.
Following this preparatory run we proceed with an extensive sampling of the order param-
eter. For a given network we load λ and M from the corresponding input file 7 and thermalise
the system during 20 ·M events; then we measure ρ and ρ2 of X states, each separated by
M events. After iterating this thermalisation-measurement scheme for Y independent runs
(maintaining λ and M), we repeat the whole operation for the next entry on the input file.
The very first run starts with all nodes infected; for successive runs we use the last visited state
as initial condition (regardless of wether λ has changed or not). Once again, the simulation is
halted whenever the system reaches the absorbing state. Thus, it is possible that the input file
is not fully iterated. The results are temporally averaged, i.e. each measure j is weighted by
its residency time τj: 〈ρ〉 = w−1
∑Z
j=1 τjρj and 〈ρ2〉 = w−1
∑Z
j=1 τjρ
2
j , with w =
∑Z
j=1 τj and Z
the total number of samples (in our case, Z = X ·Y ). Finally, we estimate the order parameter
as ρ∞ = 〈ρ〉 and compute its standard error as usual: s(ρ∞) =
√
(〈ρ2〉 − 〈ρ〉2) /Z.
We apply this two-step method to ENA and RDR networks of sizes N = {1 000, 5 000, 10 000} 8.
In all cases we use λ0 = 1.5, ∆λ0 = 0.05, ∆ρmax = 0.025,  = 1.01, X = 500 and Y = 20,
sampling a total of Z = 10 000 states. Since larger networks exhibit smaller fluctuations, R is
decreased accordingly; for both topologies we use the values specified in table 1. Figures 4 and
5 show the simulated prevalence curves 9.
In figure 4 we observe two major differences between ENA and RDR networks. First, the
apparent critical point is markedly larger for the former (approximately 0.6) than for the latter
(around 0.35); and second, the approach to the critical point is very steep in the former, while
it is much smoother in the latter. From figure 5 we confirm that fluctuations of the steady state
are reduced as the network grows (uncertainty bars shrink consistently, for both topologies).
Overall they are more pronounced close to the critical point, specially in ENA networks. To
finalise, note that, as the system size increases, ENAs approach the critical point from the left
whereas RDRs do so from the right.
6 Note that ∆λ1 = ∆λ0 and M1 = M0.
7 The output of the preparatory run.
8 We use the same instances of RDR networks throughout our simulations.
9 Hereupon we use temporal units such that η = 1.
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Figure 4: Prevalence curves for ENA (left) and RDR (right) networks of sizes N = 1 000 (orange),
N = 5 000 (blue), and N = 10 000 (purple). For clarity, uncertainty bars are not shown.
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Figure 5: Blow-up of figure 4, using the same colour code. Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level
(assuming normally distributed values [28]).
2.4 Critical properties
Near its phase transition, a nonequilibrium system is well-nigh characterised by a set of critical
exponents [29]. Of particular interest is the β exponent, which describes the power-law-like
scaling of the order parameter close to the critical point. Using our notation, it is defined as
ρ∞ ∝ (λ−λc)β, for λ > λc. Another example is given by the correlation length, ξ⊥ ∝ |λ−λc|−ν⊥ ,
which diverges on both sides of λc.
2.4.1 Lifespan method
In this work we employ the method introduced in [30] and developed in [31], which simulates
outbreaks starting from a single infected node. Each of these realisations is characterised by its
lifetime, Θ, and its coverage, K; the latter is defined as the number of distinct nodes that have
become infected at least once. In the thermodynamic limit, realisations are either endemic or
finite. The former have an infinite lifespan, a coverage equal to the system size, and are only
possible in the active phase. On the other hand, the latter have finite lifespan and coverage,
and can be found in both phases; nevertheless, the probability of observing a finite realisation
decreases above the critical point.
The role of the order parameter is played by the probability that an outbreak is endemic,
P . This probability vanishes well below the critical point, grows monotonically with λ, and
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saturates at P (λ → ∞) = 1. For small values of λ, all outbreaks are finite and have a very
short duration. As λ grows, the average duration of finite realisations increases, diverging at the
critical point. Above λc, the probability of an outbreak being endemic increases and those that
remain finite have necessarily a short lifetime. Thus, the average lifetime of finite realisations,
〈Θ〉, diverges when approaching the critical point from both sides 10. For bounded systems
of size N , 〈Θ〉 exhibits a peak at a value λp(N), which converges to λc in the limit N → ∞.
Additionally, in finite systems any realisation is bound to reach the absorbing state, even though
this might occur over astronomically long times. Therefore, the distinction between finite and
endemic outbreaks is not clear. In order to overcome this hindrance, a coverage threshold
is introduced: Kth = ςthN , with 0 < ςth < 1. A realisation is declared endemic whenever its
coverage reaches the threshold; those that terminate without surpassing it are considered finite.
A full finite-size scaling theory is derived in [31], yielding the following hypothesis:
P (λ,N) = N−β/ν⊥F
[
(λ− λc)N1/ν⊥
]
(3)
〈Θn〉(λ,N) = Nγn/ν⊥Gn
[
(λc − λ)N1/ν⊥
]
(4)
λp(N) = λc + A ·N−1/ν⊥ , (5)
with γn ∝ n−δ. The δ exponent describes the power-law decay of the probability that a single-
seed outbreak survives for a certain amount of time [29]. A pathological behaviour appears if
δ = 1, for which the average lifetime 〈Θ〉 diverges logarithmically; the critical point can still be
determined but exponents cannot. This impediment disappears when using higher moments
(n ≥ 2).
2.4.2 Lifespan curves
For a given network and λ, we infect a single randomly selected node and propagate the
outbreak using the GA 11. If the coverage reaches the threshold, we classify the realisation
as endemic; if the system reaches the absorbing state, the realisation is classified as finite.
For the latter we record Θ, Θ2 and Θ4. We iterate this process until mfin finite outbreaks
have been simulated; in the meanwhile, mend runs are declared endemic. Afterwards, the
endemic probability is estimated as P = mend/(mend + mfin), and the lifetime moments are
straightforwardly averaged: 〈Θn〉 = m−1fin
∑mfin
j=1 Θ
n
j . The corresponding standard errors are
computed as usual: s(P ) =
√
P (1− P )/(mend +mfin), s(〈Θ〉) =
√
(〈Θ2〉 − 〈Θ〉2)/mfin and
s(〈Θ2〉) = √(〈Θ4〉 − 〈Θ2〉2)/mfin.
We apply this method for ENA networks of sizes N = {1 000, 2 000, 5 000, 10 000, 20 000,
50 000, 100 000}, sampling mfin = 20 000 finite realisations. For RDR networks we additionally
use N = {200 000, 500 000, 1 000 000} and increase the sample size to mfin = 100 000. We sweep
λ in an appropriately chosen range for each network type and size, reducing the step ∆λ near
the critical point. In all cases we fix ςth = 0.75
12. Figure 6 shows the results.
Finite outbreaks in ENAs are prominently longer-lived than in RDRs, and scale more quickly
with size 13. In fact, the average lifetime scales extremely slowly in RDR networks (note the
linear axis of the middle right panel in figure 6), possibly an indication of a logarithmic diver-
gence. Additionally, and in spite of the smaller sample size, the results for ENA networks are
less noisy. At last, as N increases, the peaks in ENAs (respectively RDRs) move to the right
(left), corroborating the observation made for the prevalence curves.
10 In this method, 〈Θ〉 adopts the role of the susceptibility.
11 As detailed in section 2.2.
12 [31] reports that the lifetime peak heights and positions are slightly shifted for different values of ςth;
however, the critical point and exponents are unaltered.
13 Computation-wise, this translates into a large running time, which hampers the usage of N ≥ 200 000.
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Figure 6: Endemic probability (top) and average lifetimes (first (middle) and second (bottom)
moments), for ENA (left) and RDR (right) networks of sizes N = 1 000 (orange), N = 2 000 (red),
N = 5 000 (blue), N = 10 000 (purple), N = 20 000 (green), N = 50 000 (pink),
N = 100 000 (brown), N = 200 000 (grey), N = 500 000 (indigo), and N = 1 000 000 (yellow).
Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level (assuming normally distributed values).
2.4.3 Finite-size scaling
The first step towards obtaining the critical exponents is finding the peak heights and positions.
For a given network type and size, we perform nonlinear regressions for both 〈Θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉
curves, using a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile
fG(λ) = d+ a exp [(λ− b)/c]2 (6)
fL(λ) = d+ a
(
1 + [(λ− b)/c]2)−1 , (7)
and their respective asymmetric versions
fAG(λ) = d+ a exp [(λ− b) (1 + exp [e (λ− b)])/2c]2 (8)
fAL(λ) = d+ a
(
1 + [(λ− b) (1 + exp [e (λ− b)])/2c]2)−1 . (9)
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Figure 7: Fit (orange curve) and data (blue circles) of 〈Θ2〉 for the RDR network
with N = 1 000 000. Uncertainty interval at 95% confidence level (shaded area).
Satisfactory fits for the peak (left) might deviate in the tails (right).
Positive (respectively negative) values of the additional parameter e skew the curve to the
left (right). We employ Python’s SciPy package, which implements the Levenberg-Marquardt
least-squares algorithm [32]. Fits are deemed satisfactory if χ2/df ≈ 1, computed with 95%
confidence intervals 14. If no satisfactory fit is produced, we repeat the procedure with a reduced
range of λ (see figure 7). If multiple functions yield a satisfactory fit, we first discard those that
visually seem inadequate, and then select the option with most precise parameter estimates
(i.e. least relative deviations). Finally, the parameters’ standard deviations, σ, are obtained
diagonalising the covariance matrix [32].
The peak height and position are straightforwardly computed as 〈Θn〉p = a+d and λ(n)p = b,
with standard errors estimated as s(〈Θn〉p) = σ(a) + σ(d) and s(λ(n)p ) = σ(b); their 95% confi-
dence intervals are found using t-statistics. The endemic probability at the peak is interpolated
from the data, taking two consecutive data points λ± such that λ− ≤ λ(n)p < λ+, and computing
P (n)p = P− + (P+ − P−)
λ
(n)
p − λ−
λ+ − λ− , (10)
with P± = P (λ±). For its standard error we apply a lever-rule-like construction:
s(P (n)p ) = s(P−)
λ+ − λ(n)p
λ+ − λ− + s(P+)
λ
(n)
p − λ−
λ+ − λ− . (11)
The corresponding 95% confidence interval is computed under the assumption that the values
of P are normally distributed. Since both the first and second moments of the lifetime are
fitted, we have two estimates for the peak position and endemic probability at the peak. A
simple solution is to average them, i.e. λp = (λ
(1)
p + λ
(2)
p )/2, and similarly for Pp and their
confidence intervals. The whole process is applied for all network types and sizes.
Substituting (5) in (3) and (4), and setting λ = λp, yields the additional scaling forms
Pp(N) = B ·N−β/ν⊥ (12)
〈Θn〉p(N) = Cn ·Nγn/ν⊥ , (13)
with B = F (A) and Cn = Gn(−A). These are used, together with (5), to fit the previously
obtained peak heights and positions, and endemic probabilities at peak. Pp and 〈Θn〉p are
14 Throughout this section we apply statistical concepts detailed in [28] and [33].
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ENA RDR
A 3.4± 0.6 (80± 10) 10−2
1/ν⊥ 0.90± 0.02 0.425± 0.011
λc 0.60271 0.34525
B 0.24± 0.06 0.47± 0.07
β/ν⊥ 0.25± 0.03 0.484± 0.013
C1 (274± 18) 10−4 2.6± 0.3
γ1/ν⊥ 1.325± 0.007 0.108± 0.010
C2 (115± 14) 10−5 4.6± 0.5
γ2/ν⊥ 2.910± 0.013 0.531± 0.010
(a)
ENA RDR
λp
R2 0.99963 0.99893
χ2/df 3.6428 10−5 1.7797 10−5
Pp
R2 0.99022 0.99884
χ2/df 0.25970 7.2233 10−2
〈Θ〉p R
2 0.99998 0.98726
χ2/df 0.19769 2.3987
〈Θ2〉p R
2 0.99999 0.99946
χ2/df 0.17212 1.7151
(b)
Table 2: For ENA and RDR networks, (a) resulting parameters of the finite-size scaling fits, with
95% confidence intervals, and (b) goodness-of-fit measures.
directly linearised and their parameters derived from ordinary least-squares (OLS) regressions.
The parameters’ standard errors are propagated from OLS formulae and the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals are constructed using t-statistics. For the peak position, we fix a value of λc
and compute z(N) = |λp(N)−λc|; this auxiliary variable is linearised and fitted using OLS. We
sweep λc in an adequate range, with step ∆λ = 10
−5, and select the fit with highest explained
variance, R2. The parameters, standard errors, and 95% confidence intervals are computed as
for Pp and 〈Θn〉p. We generously assign an uncertainty interval of ± 5 10−5 to λc. Once all
parameters are fitted, we compute χ2/df for the nonlinear functions (5), (12) and (13). At last
we compute the exponents ν⊥, β, γ1, γ2 and δ, and derive their confidence intervals by means
of standard error propagation.
Table 2a shows the estimated parameters of the finite-size scaling forms, for both topologies,
and table 2b, the corresponding goodness-of-fit measures; additionally, the fits are visualised
in figure 8. The critical point and exponents are indicated in table 3.
Overall, the fits are satisfactory, both numerically and visually: the plots are seemingly
adequate, and R2 and χ2/df, quite acceptable (the latter deviating slightly for 〈Θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉
in RDRs). The small β in ENAs describes a steep approach towards the critical point (as
previously observed in the prevalence curve). For RDRs, γ1 is small but nonvanishing and δ,
far from 1; disregarding the possibility of a logarithmic divergence of the average lifetime.
2.5 Discussion
In degree-regular networks, the SIS model is equivalent to the contact process (CP) [7], for
which an extensive bibliography of theoretical and high-quality numerical results exists. Table
4 reproduces the values given in [34].
Substituting k¯ = 4 yields λCPc ≈ 0.82446 for 1D lattices, which is well above our result
for ENA networks. A probable explanation is that these include next-nearest interactions,
which increases the number of infectious links emanating from an infected node, facilitating
the spreading process. RDR networks are essentially infinite-dimensional and may, in principle,
be compared to mean-field. This approximation, however, disregards the nodes’ bounded neigh-
bourhood, yielding a greatly over-estimated critical point. For Watts-Strogatz-like networks an
alternative is given by homogeneous pair-approximation (HPA), which explicitly includes the
clustering coefficient [35]. With k¯ = 4 this gives λHPAc ≈ 0.36364 for ENAs and λHPAc ≈ 0.33333
for RDRs. The latter is quite compatible with our simulations, but the former is significantly
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Figure 8: Peak data (circles) and finite-size scaling (dotted) for ENA (orange) and RDR (blue)
networks. Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
ENA RDR
λc 0.60271(5) 0.34525(5)
ν⊥ 1.11(2) 2.36(6)
β 0.28(4) 1.14(6)
γ1 1.47(4) 0.25(3)
γ2 3.23(9) 1.25(6)
δ 0.16(8) 0.75(5)
Table 3: Critical points and exponents,
with 95% confidence intervals.
1D lattice mean-field
λc 3.29785(2)/k¯ 1
ν⊥ 1.09684(6) 1/2
β 0.27649(4) 1
δ 0.15947(3) 1
Table 4: Bibliographic values of the critical
point and exponents for the contact process.
under-estimated 15. Lastly, explicitly mapping CP on a 1D chain to directed bond percolation
(DP) on a 2D grid [36], yields λDPc ≈ 0.6447, which is closest to result of our simulations.
As expected, our estimates of ν⊥, β and δ for ENA networks agree perfectly with the
exponents of the contact process 16. For RDRs, however, our results deviate significantly, spe-
cially for ν⊥ 17. Inasmuch as we have used networks with bounded neighbourhood, this poor
agreement is not that surprising.
15 [35] reports a systematic loss of accuracy for c→ 0.
16 Both models belong to the same universality class [29].
17 For a correct comparison the upper critical dimension, du, must be included: ν
LS
⊥ = duν
MF
⊥ . We find a
comparable estimate ν∗⊥ = 0.589(16) substituting du = 4, the known value for the CP [34].
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Figure 9: Node A’s vicinity at time t0, t1, and t3. Infected nodes and infectious links are depicted in
black, and susceptible nodes and inactive links, in grey.
To conclude we provide a heuristic interpretation of the spreading mechanism, in hopes of
elucidating the differences between network topologies.
Consider at time t0 an isolated infected node, A, in a RDR network. Slightly above the
critical point, before recovering it will remain infected long enough in order to transmit the
infection to one of its neighbours; dare-say this happens at time t1, and node B becomes
infected. Due to the locally tree-like topology (recall figure 2b), it is highly improbable that
the remaining edges of A and B’s neighbours (Ai and Bi, i = {1, 2, 3}) point towards any of the
so-far named nodes (see figure 9). Assuming a semi-deterministic, averaged evolution, the next
event will correspond to B transmitting the infection at t2 (e.g. infecting B1), closely followed
by A’s recovery at t3. At this time the situation is identical to that of t1, and will be repeated
successively.
The previous scenario is replicated throughout the network. However, since ρ∞ is very small,
these “chains of activity” occur in disjoint parts of the network and seldom meet. Apart from
the “parent-child” links that propagate the infection (e.g. the A − B link at t1), it is almost
impossible for two neighbours to be simultaneously in the infected state; moreover, infectious
links rarely point towards the same susceptible node. All in all, the outbreak evolves in an
outward, directed fashion, rapidly exploring vastly separated regions of the network.
An increase of the control parameter corresponds to a decrease of the recovery rate, implying
that infected nodes need more time to recover. Consequently, some are capable of transmitting
the infection to another neighbour, creating new chains of activity. Nonetheless, following the
same argument as before, these are quickly scattered towards inactive regions of the system.
Conversely, a larger control parameter corresponds to a higher transmission rate, which raises
the chances of susceptible nodes becoming infected. On average, these have a single infected
neighbour, thus both increments are proportional, explaining the linear growth of ρ∞ with
λ− λc.
The situation is very different in ENAs. Due to their highly clustered structure (recall
figure 2a) outbreaks are strongly localised, increasing the chances that an infected node has an
infected neighbour, and reducing the amount of infectious links. Thus a larger transmission
rate is needed in order to sustain the outbreak, which explains the displacement of the critical
point towards higher values. Additionally, infectious links often point to the same susceptible
node. Hence, an increment of the transmission rate greatly increases their chances of becoming
infected, explaining the explosive growth of ρ∞ with λ − λc. Furthermore, rapid reinfections
are more likely, allowing the outbreak to back-trace its steps and significantly increasing its
lifetime. Finally, due to the nonrandom topology, outbreaks follow a very similar activity
pattern; consequently, the distribution of lifetimes has a smaller variation.
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3 COOPERATIVE SIS
The memoryless assumption in the SIS model entails statistically independent processes. Hence,
infectious links are unaware of the fact that their targets may have other infected neighbours.
For illustrative purposes, imagine a susceptible node surrounded by three infected nodes. The
latter blindly throw “quanta of infection” at their healthy neighbour; most launches fail, but
eventually one reaches the susceptible node and succeeds in infecting it. Even though the
healthy node was targeted from multiple fronts, it essentially became infected due to the action
of a sole infector.
A reasonable alternative is assuming that susceptible nodes become infected by the joint
effort of cooperating infectors. In the previous example, infected nodes would carefully aim
their pitch, consistently reaching their target. Eventually, after a sufficing number of hits
the healthy node would become infected. A similar mechanism is observed in some bacterial
diseases, where the number of pathogens must be sufficiently high to enable the bacteria to
create communities and mount an attack [37, 38, 39]. Futhermore, an analogous description is
commonly applied in other spreading models, most notably in social dynamics [40].
In the cooperative susceptible-infected-susceptible (cSIS) model, infected nodes spread units
of contagion uniformly towards all their neighbours, at a constant rate υ. Susceptible nodes
collect these toxins (from all their infected neighbours) and transition to infected following
a probability density ψ∗inf(κ), where κ is the total amassed viral charge. This means they
will become infected after being exposed to κ units of viral charge with probability ψ∗inf(κ)dκ.
Infected nodes also receive contagion from their neighbours but remain unaffected, recovering
spontaneously with inter-event time distribution ψrec(τ).
History-dependent infections have been explored previously: an akin construction was al-
ready introduced in [41] and applied to a generalised model developed in [42, 43]. However, our
model presents two major differences w.r.t. the latter. First, we use continuous time instead
of discrete temporal steps, and second, infection thresholds are stochastic and annealed rather
than deterministic and quenched 18. Hypothetically, quenched thresholds would interfere with
the model’s intrinsic properties (as observed for degree distributions), an effect we wish to
minimise.
In standard SIS, susceptible nodes whose neighbourhood is completely healthy cannot become
infected. Since no active processes are associated to their state, they are irrelevant for the
immediate evolution of the system. Even though this feature is still present in the cooperative
SIS model, these inactive nodes play a crucial role in the long-term dynamics of the system.
Therefore we assign them to an additional compartment, which we refer to as dormant (D).
18 In the latter, a susceptible node becomes infected inevitably if its amassed viral charge surpasses a fixed
value, whereas in the former any amount of viral charge can cause the infection, with the same probability
density for all nodes.
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Figure 10: (a) The small system considered in the example, with N = 9 and k¯ = 4.
(b) The temporal evolution of node C’s exposition time.
A dormant node transitions to susceptible as soon as one of its neighbours becomes infected.
Conversely, when the last infected neighbour of a susceptible node recovers, the latter transitions
to the dormant compartment 19. At this point, the viral charge it had previously amassed starts
to deteriorate, with characteristic relaxation time ζ 20,21.
It is convenient to convert the viral charge κ to exposition time, T . Since infectors spread the
disease uniformly and at a constant rate, these quantities are proportional, κ = υT , and the
probability density is easily translatable: ψ∗inf(T ) = υψ
∗
inf(κυ
−1). However, care must be taken
in relating exposition times to the systems’ evolution time.
Consider the system depicted in figure 10a, where all nodes are healthy expect for A1.
Suppose that node A becomes infected at time t0 and subsequently infects B at t1. During
the interval t ∈ [t0, t1], node C’s exposition time, TC, grows linearly (with rate υ), but from t1
onwards it will increase twice as rapidly (with rate 2υ). At t2, node A recovers and TC reduces
its growth rate back to υ, and when B recovers at t3, TC starts to decay. Finally, at t4 A
becomes infected once again (A1 has not yet recovered) and TC resumes its growth, at rate υ.
Figure 10b shows the evolution of TC.
3.1 Non-Markovian Gillespie algorithm
In order to simulate memory-full dynamics we need an algorithm capable of handling non-
Markovian processes. Here we describe the generalised non-Markovian Gillespie algorithm
(nMGA) introduced in [44].
Consider a set of NA statistically independent, discrete, stochastic processes, each with an
inter-event time distribution ψj(τ). At a certain moment in time t0, process j has been active
for tj units of time. Let φ(τ, i|{tk})dτ denote the joint probability that the next-occurring event
takes place in the interval t ∈ [t0 + τ, t0 + τ + dτ ] and corresponds to process i, conditioned by
19 This is similar to the exposed (E) compartment present in other models of epidemic spreading, i.e. the SEIS
[13]. Our susceptible nodes would play the role of exposed nodes, and our dormant nodes, that of susceptibles.
Additionally, the cSIS would allow the transitions E → S (susceptible to dormant) and I → E (infected to
susceptible).
20 Heuristically, a susceptible nodes’ defences are engaged in shielding it from incoming contagion, while
in a dormant node they are exclusively focussed on combatting the viral charge that was able to breach the
protective barrier. The latter still possesses a nonvanishing amount of pathogen, but none of its neighbours is
able to provide the final, definitive strike for it to become infected.
21 The SIS has two intrinsic parameters: the inter-event time distributions of recoveries and transmission,
both set to exponentials. The cSIS relaxes these conditions and, in essence, incorporates only one additional
intrinsic parameter: the relaxation time.
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the set of elapsed times {tk}. This probability density can be expressed as
φ(τ, i|{tk}) = ψi(ti + τ)
Ψi(ti + τ)
Φ(τ |{tk}) , (14)
where
Φ(τ |{tk}) =
NA∏
j=1
Ψj(tj + τ)
Ψj(tj)
(15)
is the survival probability of τ , i.e. the conditional probability that no event takes places before
t0 + τ , and Ψj(x) =
∫∞
x
ψj(z) dz the survival probability of process j, i.e. the probability that
its next event will occur after t0 + x. Then the probability that the next event takes place
before t0 + τ is
Ξ(τ |{tk}) = 1− Φ(τ |{tk}) . (16)
Once the interval τ is known, the probability that the next-occurring event corresponds to
process i is given by
Π(i|τ, {tk}) = ωi(ti + τ)∑NA
j=1 ωj(tj + τ)
, (17)
with ωj(x) = ψj(x)/Ψj(x) the instantaneous hazard rate of process j. Equations (16) and (17)
provide an algorithm that generates statistically correct sequences of events: i) draw the interval
by solving Ξ(τ |{tk}) = u, with u ∈ U(0, 1), ii) increase the system time as t← t+ τ , iii) draw
the process from the discrete distribution Π(i|τ, {tk}), iv) revise the list of active processes, and
v) update the set of elapsed time as tj ← tj + τ (setting tj = 0 for newly activated processes).
The first step of this algorithm can be rather cumbersome if the distributions ψj(τ) have ex-
otic functional forms. The computational efficiency can be drastically increased if
NA  1. In this limit, Φ(τ |{tk}) is close to zero except for τ ≈ 0. Assuming ψj(τ) an-
alytical at the origin permits an expansion in small τ , yielding Φ(τ |{tk}) ≈ exp [−τΩ({tk})],
with Ω({tk}) =
∑NA
j=1 ωj(tj). Additionally, setting τ = 0 in (17) gives Πi({tk}) ≈ ωi(ti)/Ω({tk}).
The hypothesis that ψj(τ) is analytical is not always valid. To overcome these singular cases,
the last activated events (with tj = 0) are removed from the list of possibly occurring processes.
Although this restriction is not present in the real dynamics, the probability is negligible for
sufficiently large systems. As in the standard GA, two random uniform numbers are needed,
u1, u2 ∈ U(0, 1). u1 samples the interval, τ = − log(u1)/Ω({tk}), and u2, the next-occurring
process from the discrete distribution Π({tk}). Again, the simulations must be halted whenever
the system reaches the absorbing state.
In the cSIS model, both recoveries and infections are statistically independent, a requirement
for the use of the nMGA. While the former are readily incorporated into this framework, the
latter demand some additional attention. Consider at time t0 a susceptible node that has k
I
infected neighbours and has amassed T [t0] units of exposition time. If the system remains
unaltered during an interval τ it will amass an additional kIτ units of exposition time, i.e.
T [t0 + τ ] = T [t0] + k
Iτ . The inter-event time distribution is defined through normalisation
ψinf(τ)dτ = ψ
∗
inf(T [τ ])dT [τ ] , (18)
from where ψinf(x) = k
Iψ∗inf(T [x]). For the survival probability we have
Ψinf(x) =
∫ ∞
x
ψinf(z) dz =
∫ ∞
T [x]
ψ∗inf(T [z]) dT [z] = Ψ
∗
inf(T [x]) , (19)
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Figure 11: Weibull probability density function (left) and complementary cumulative distribution
function (right) for µ = 1 and α = 4/5 (orange), α = 1 (blue), α = 2 (purple), and α = 4 (red).
then its instantaneous hazard rate is given by ωinf(x) = k
Iψ∗inf(T [x])/Ψ
∗
inf(T [x]).
To simplify this somewhat bothersome notation, we denote by Tj the exposition time
amassed by susceptible node j up to the present time. In the NA  1 approximation, its
instantaneous hazard rate is written as ωj(Tj) = k
I
jψ
∗
j (Tj)/Ψ
∗
j(Tj). The probability distribu-
tions Φ and Π maintain the same functional form, with the difference that the total rate Ω is
now conditioned by both the set of elapsed times for recoveries {tk}, and the set of exposition
times for infections {Tk} 22:
Ω({tk, Tk}) =
NI∑
j=1
ωj(tj) +
NS∑
j=1
ωj(Tj) . (20)
3.2 Model specifications
In this work, infections are governed by a Weibull distribution with shape parameter α and scale
parameter µ: Ψ∗inf(T ) = exp (−µT )α and ψ∗inf(T ) = αµαTα−1 exp (−µT )α; the instantaneous
hazard rate is given by ωinf(x) = k
Iαµα(T [x])α−1. We choose this particular distribution because
of its versatility: for α > 1 it presents a peak, resembling a bell curve, α = 1 corresponds to
a Poisson distribution, and for α < 1 it has power-law-like fat tails (see figure 11). These
characteristics are reflected in the coefficient of variation:
CV(α) =
√
〈T 2〉
〈T 〉2 − 1 =
√
2αΓ(2α−1)
[Γ(α−1)]2
− 1 , (21)
with Γ(x) the gamma function. This coefficient is independent of the scale parameter, satisfies
CV(1) = 1 and decreases monotonically [45]. Thus for α < 1 there is no characteristic scale,
while for α > 1, susceptible nodes require a well-defined amount of exposition time in order
to become infected. Hereon forward we use α = 4/5, corresponding to a broad temporal
scale, α = 2 and α = 4, two examples of centred distributions (the latter being more peaked,
CV(2) ≈ 0.5227 and CV(4) ≈ 0.2805). Additionally, we check with α = 1 that our model is
capable of recovering standard SIS.
In order to focus on the modified infection mechanism we maintain the Poisson assumption
for recoveries, i.e ψrec(τ) = ηe
−ητ . The spreading ratio is redefined as the average time needed
to recover over the average exposition time needed to become infected, λ = 〈τ〉rec/〈T 〉inf .
22 Note that NA = NI +NS = N −ND, where ND is the number of dormant nodes.
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Substituting for the respective distributions yields λ = µα[ηΓ(α−1)]−1, from where we find an
expression for the scale parameter, µ = ληα−1Γ(α−1). Note that using κ instead of T would
lead to the explicit inclusion of the infectivity υ. It would appear throughout the formulae,
but always multiplied by µ: introducing a rescaled parameter, µ∗ = µυ, we would obtain the
same expressions as for T . Furthermore, the definitions of ω, λ and µ coincide with those of
standard SIS (substituting pi for µ).
As for the relaxation time of dormant nodes’ viral charge, we consider the limit cases ζ = 0
and ζ = ∞, hereupon referred to as rule 0 and rule A, respectively. The former implies an
instantaneous decay: when a susceptible node becomes dormant, its exposition time is reset
to zero. As in the standard SIS model, if the outbreak reenters the node’s neighbourhood it
will become susceptible starting afresh, as if the outbreak had never passed through its vicinity
at a previous time. Thus the only memory effect present is during the infection period, when
the node is actively accumulating exposition time, which may be interpreted as a short-term
memory. In rule A, on the other hand, the viral charge does not decay at all. Thus dormant
nodes remember the passing of the outbreak through their neighbourhood at previous times,
constituting an additional long-term memory effect.
Note that the Weibull distribution diverges at the origin for α < 1; in these cases, suscep-
tible nodes with zero exposition time must be removed from the list of active processes. For
consistency, we apply this criterium regardless of the value of α. On the contrary, newly acti-
vated recoveries are not disabled, i.e. a node might become infected and recover immediately
afterwards.
3.3 Quasi-static simulations
To obtain the prevalence curves we employ the procedure detailed in section 2.3 (replacing
the GA with the nMGA) for the same network sizes and using the same values of λ0, ∆λ,
∆ρmax, , R, X, and Y . The results are shown in figure 12, implementing rules 0 and A for
α = {4/5, 1, 2, 4}.
As before, finite-size fluctuations consistently decrease with system size for both topologies,
both rules, and all values of α. Comparing with figure 4 we observe that the results for α = 1
are practically identical to those of standard SIS.
Applying rule 0 causes a significant shift of the critical point, which is displaced to the left
(respectively right) for α < 1 (α > 1); this is observed in both ENA and RDR networks. In
the former, the approach towards the critical point is unaffected by α, maintaining its steep
descend. In RDRs, α = 4/5 presents the same linear approach as in standard SIS, but the
curves for α > 1 terminate quite abruptly, at a remarkably high prevalence. This could be the
result of a very large fluctuation that brought the system to the absorbing state; alternatively,
it could indicate a small β exponent or a possible first-order transition.
Rule A in ENAs also causes a shift of the critical point, although not as pronounced and in
the opposite direction as for rule 0. Nonetheless, the approach towards the critical point has
a familiar shape. Surprisingly, in RDR networks the curves for all values of α are practically
superimposed, presenting only a slight deviation (but again contrary to rule 0).
3.4 Single-seed simulations
Elucidating the interesting features found in the prevalence curves requires a complementary
approach, such as implementing the lifespan method. These simulations, however, start with
a single infected node and, in our case, four susceptible nodes (the rest are dormant). Since
this represents a very small number of active processes, the assumption NA  1 of the original
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Figure 12: Prevalence curves for ENA (left) and RDR (right) networks of sizes N = 1 000 (orange),
N = 5 000 (blue), and N = 10 000 (purple), for α = 4/5 (solid), α = 1 (dotted), α = 2 (dashed),
and α = 4 (dot-dashed), using rule 0 (top) and rule A (bottom).
nMGA approximation does not hold. We briefly analyse its accuracy and suitability for single-
seed outbreaks.
At a given time t0 the state of the system is well-defined: each node is in a particular
compartment, and healthy nodes have amassed a certain amount of exposition time. Then the
exact and approximate expressions for the survival probability of τ , respectively ΦE and ΦA,
are uniquely determined:
ΦE(τ ; t0) = exp
∑
j∈I
(−ητ) +
∑
j∈S+
µα
[
Tαj − (Tj + kIjτ)α
]−∑
j∈S0
(µkIjτ)
α
 (22)
and
ΦA(τ ; t0) = exp
−τ
∑
j∈I
η +
∑
j∈S+
αkIjµ
αTα−1j
 , (23)
where I denotes the subpopulation of infected nodes, S+, susceptible nodes with T > 0, and
S0, those with T = 0. Note that the terms corresponding to I coincide, whereas the second
and third are respectively linearised and neglected in ΦA. Illustrative examples are given in
figures 13 and 14, for networks of size N = 1 000; table 5 details the states’ properties 23. When
the number of active processes is large, the nMGA approximation satisfactorily samples τ . On
the other hand, when NA is small, ΦA significantly overestimates the survival probability of τ .
Similar observations are found for other combinations of network topologies, rules and α.
23 N+A = NI +NS+ and NA = N
+
A +NS0 .
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Figure 13: Exact (blue) and approximate (orange) survival probabilities of τ
for α = 4/5, N+A = NA = 747 (left), and α = 2, N
+
A = NA = 698 (right).
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Figure 14: As in figure 13, here with N+A = 5, NA = 7 (left), and N
+
A = 4, NA = 5 (right).
figure α topology rule λ ND NI NS+ NS0 N
+
A NA
13 4/5 ENA 0 0.5415 253 414 333 0 747 747
13 2 RDR A 0.4306 302 266 432 0 698 698
14 4/5 ENA 0 0.55 993 2 3 2 5 7
14 2 RDR A 0.4 995 1 3 1 4 5
Table 5: Details of the parameters and characterisation of the states used in figures 13 and 14.
These exploratory results indicate that the nMGA approximation is not adequate for the
lifespan method. In particular, when a single node is infected, its recovery is the only active
process (the node’s susceptible neighbours have T = 0 and are disabled). Then the next-
occurring event inevitably corresponds to the initial seed recovering, trapping the system in
the absorbing state. This trivial result can be avoided forcing the reinfection of this node;
however, the interval would still be largely overestimated for subsequent events. All in all, an
alternative solution is called for.
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Figure 15: As in figure 14, additionally depicted the sampled survival probabilities for
` = 1 (purple), ` = 2 (red), and ` = 3 (green). For clarity, uncertainty bars not shown.
α E A ` = 1 ` = 2 ` = 3
4/5 0.17391 0.23918 0.17975 0.17439 0.17477
2 0.62347 0.87123 0.58491 0.d64949 0.63311
Table 6: Average τ of the exact (E) and approximate (A) analytic expressions,
and using ` = {1, 2, 3} of the iterative method.
3.4.1 Iterative approximation
Consider the time-sensitive total rate
Ω∗(τ, {tk, Tk}) =
∑
j∈I
ωj(tj + τ) +
∑
j∈S
ωj(Tj + τ) , (24)
which explicitly depends on the interval τ . The approximate form given by the nMGA can
then be obtained setting τ = 0: Ω({tk, Tk}) = Ω∗(0, {tk, Tk}). Next we would use this estimate
of the total rate to sample the interval: τ = − log(u)/Ω({tk, Tk}), with u ∈ U(0, 1). Inspired
by self-consistent solutions for integro-differential equations, we detail the steps of an ad hoc
iterative algorithm, where the sampling process is repeated an arbitrary number of times.
First we compute Ω0 = Ω
∗(0, {tk, Tk}) and sample τ0 = − log(u0)/Ω0, restricting the second
sum in Ω∗ to S+. Next we compute Ω1 = Ω∗(τ0, {tk, Tk}), including S0 in the second term
of Ω∗, and sample τ1 = − log(u1)/Ω1. These last two steps are iterated ` times, yielding
τ` = − log(u`)/Ω`, with Ω` = Ω∗(τ`−1, {tk, Tk}). Note that τ0 = 0, u` ∈ U(0, 1), ∀ ` ≥ 0, and
that Ω` includes both S+ and S0, ∀ ` ≥ 1. A straightforward improvement is the inclusion of
susceptible nodes with T = 0, rendering this method with α = 1 identical to the GA 24.
We run preliminary tests, sampling 100 000 values of τ` for a fixed state of the system. Figure 15
shows the results for ` = {1, 2, 3}, using the same two systems depicted in figure 14 and detailed
in table 5. ΦE and ΦA correspond to the analytic expressions (22) and (23), whereas the different
Φ` are obtained from their respective histograms. Additionally, table 6 indicates the average
values of τ 25. For the system with α = 4/5, the iterative algorithm significantly enhances the
nMGA, deviating only slightly from the exact distribution. Although these deviations are more
pronounced for the system with α = 2, the average sampled interval seems to converge as `
increases.
24 ∀ ` ≥ 1
25 Computed numerically as 〈τ〉 = ∫∞
0
Φ(x) dx for ΦE and ΦA, and from their histograms for Φ`.
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Figure 16: Convergence (top) and CPU times (bottom) for α = 4/5 (left) and α = 2 (right),
using rules 0 (blue) and A (orange) in ENA, and rules 0 (purple) and A (red) in RDR.
For clarity, uncertainty bars not shown.
α = 4/5 α = 2
topology ENA ENA RDR RDR ENA ENA RDR RDR
rule 0 A 0 A 0 A 0 A
λ 0.62 0.55 0.39 0.31 0.72 0.58 0.59 0.38
Table 7: Values of λ used for different combinations of topology, rule, and α.
In order to verify the apparent accuracy of this approximation, we perform a more exhaustive
analysis. We sample 100 000 values of τ , construct the corresponding histogram and compute
the relative deviation ε = (〈τ〉` − 〈τ〉E)/〈τ〉E. We average the results over 1 000 states with a
given NA, using a network of size N = 1 000 and fixing the rule, α, and λ. Representative results
for NA = {5, 50}, ` = {1, 2, 3, ..., 15} are shown in the top panels of figure 16, with additional
details indicated in table 7. We observe that the iterative method converges rather quickly,
towards a relative deviation of order 10−2. Similar results are found for other combinations of
α and NA. Additionally, the original nMGA approximation (` = 0) improves its accuracy as
NA grows
26.
Finally we study the computational performance, measuring the CPU time required to
sample 100 000 values of τ , averaged over 10 states. The bottom panels in figure 16 show
the results for the same combination of parameters as before, with ` = 0 corresponding to
numerically solving ΦE(τ) = u, u ∈ U(0, 1), using the bisection method. Reasonably, CPU
time is greater for NA = 50 than for NA = 5, ∀ `, and increases linearly with `. Interestingly,
the slope is larger in RRNs, a difference that becomes more noticeable as NA grows. Again,
26 As reported in [44].
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Figure 17: Endemic probability (top) and average lifetimes (first (middle) and second (bottom)
moments), for SIS (left), rule 0 (center) and rule A (right), using α = 1.0 in ENA networks of sizes
N = 1 000 (orange), N = 2 000 (red) and N = 5 000 (blue). Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
similar results are found for other combinations of α and NA.
Given the satisfactory numerical and computational performance of the iterative approxi-
mation, hereon forward we employ it with ` = 3.
3.4.2 ENA networks
We apply the procedure detailed in section 2.4.2, using the same values of mfin and ςth, and
replacing the GA by the iterative approximation of the nMGA. The non-Markovian dynamics
of the cSIS model require significantly more computational time than standard SIS. Combined
with the fact that outbreaks in ENAs are very long-lived yields an extremely costly method;
hence we restrict the analysis to network sizes N = {1 000, 2 000, 5 000}. The endemic proba-
bility P and average lifetime moments 〈Θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉 in figure 17 correspond to α = 1. Figures
18, 19 and 20 show P and 〈Θ〉 for α = {4/5, 2, 4}, respectively.
The results for α = 1 are seemingly identical results to SIS, regardless of the rule. For the
remaining values of α, the position of the peaks is consistent with their corresponding prevalence
curve. Moreover, with both rules they move to the right as the system size increases, a feature
shared with SIS. Nonetheless, two differences arise: the peak height are systematically reduced
for α > 1, and the curves become noisier as α increases, more noticeably in rule A. The curves
for 〈Θ2〉 present similar characteristics. Due to the limited sample of network sizes, finite-size
scaling would not yield statistically significant results and is therefore not performed.
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rule A (right), using α = 4/5 in ENA networks of sizes N = 1 000 (orange), N = 2 000 (red),
and N = 5 000 (blue). Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
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Figure 19: As in figure 18, here using α = 2.
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Figure 20: As in figure 18, here using α = 4.
3.4.3 RDR networks
We implement the same procedure as for ENAs, without the limitation of costly simulations.
Figure 21 shows P , 〈Θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉 for α = 1 and network sizes N = {1 000, 2 000, 5 000, 10 000}.
Yet again, we observe that the results of both rules and SIS are practically identical.
Rule 0 For α = {4/5, 2, 4} we additionally use N = {20 000, 50 000, 100 000}. P , 〈Θ〉 and
〈Θ2〉 are shown in figures 22 and 23; the former including SIS for comparative purposes.
Overall, the position of the peaks is compatible with the prevalence curves, rejecting the
possibility of a first-order transition for α > 1. The results for α = 4/5 are similar to SIS: the
peaks have comparable heights and move to the left as N increases. On the other hand, for
α = {2, 4} the peak heights are notably reduced, and shift to the right as the system size grows
(this phenomenon is clearer comparing P ); in addition, they are nosier for larger α.
We have a large enough sample to perform the finite-size scaling procedure detailed in
section 2.4.3. Table 8 shows the estimated parameters of the finite-size scaling forms, with the
corresponding goodness-of-fit measures indicated in table 9, and the exponents, in table 10.
Once again, we include the findings of SIS for comparative purposes.
Numerically the fits are satisfactory, with acceptable values for R2 and χ2. The critical
exponents for α = 4/5 are identical to SIS, the only difference being a lower critical point. The
results for α = {2, 4} are comparable, with the exception of λc and β, noting that the latter is
smaller than one.
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Figure 21: Endemic probability (top) and average lifetimes (first (middle) and second (bottom)
moments), for SIS (left), rule 0 (center) and rule A (right), using α = 1.0 in RDR networks of sizes
N = 1 000 (orange), N = 2 000 (red) N = 5 000 (blue), and N = 10 000 (purple).
Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
SIS α = 4/5 α = 2 α = 4
A (80± 10) 10−2 0.15± 0.03 0.5± 0.2 1.3± 0.6
1/ν⊥ 0.425± 0.011 0.450± 0.019 0.66± 0.05 0.69± 0.05
λc 0.34525 0.24343 0.57834 0.66888
B 0.47± 0.07 0.55± 0.17 0.17± 0.05 0.08± 0.04
β/ν⊥ 0.484± 0.013 0.49± 0.03 0.42± 0.03 0.37± 0.05
C1 2.6± 0.3 2.5± 0.3 1.56± 0.12 1.26± 0.10
γ1/ν⊥ 0.108± 0.010 0.113± 0.014 0.128± 0.008 0.132± 0.009
C2 4.6± 0.5 4.3± 0.8 2.60± 0.14 2.1± 0.3
γ2/ν⊥ 0.531± 0.010 0.532± 0.019 0.557± 0.006 0.562± 0.015
Table 8: Finite-size scaling parameters for SIS and α = {4/5, 2, 4}, using rule 0 in RDR networks,
with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 22: Endemic probability (top) and average lifetimes (first (middle) and second (bottom)
moments), for SIS (left) and α = 4/5 (right), using rule 0 in RDR networks of sizes
N = 1 000 (orange), N = 2 000 (red), N = 5 000 (blue), N = 10 000 (purple), N = 20 000 (green),
N = 50 000 (pink), and N = 100 000 (brown). Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
SIS α = 4/5 α = 2 α = 4
λp
R2 0.99893 0.99859 0.99679 0.99672
χ2/df 1.7797 10−5 5.0336 10−5 2.2009 10−5 1.2303 10−4
Pp
R2 0.99884 0.99661 0.99554 0.98583
χ2/df 7.2233 10−2 0.66641 0.29029 0.45654
〈Θ〉p R
2 0.98726 0.98867 0.99992 0.99652
χ2/df 2.3987 0.17930 5.3586 10−2 0.12787
〈Θ2〉p R
2 0.99946 0.99902 0.99685 0.99948
χ2/df 1.7151 0.34834 1.9201 10−2 0.13199
Table 9: Goodness-of-fit measures for the finite-size scaling detailed in table 8.
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Figure 23: As in figure 22, here using α = 2 (left) and α = 4 (right).
SIS α = 4/5 α = 2 α = 4
λc 0.34525(5) 0.24343(5) 0.57834(5) 0.66888(5)
ν⊥ 2.36(6) 2.22(10) 1.52(10) 1.46(10)
β 1.14(6) 1.08(12) 0.64(9) 0.54(11)
γ1 0.25(3) 0.25(4) 0.19(3) 0.19(3)
γ2 1.25(6) 1.18(9) 0.84(6) 0.82(8)
δ 0.75(5) 0.73(8) 0.70(8) 0.69(9)
Table 10: Critical point and exponents of the SIS and α = {4/5, 2, 4}, using rule 0 in RDR networks,
with 95% confidence intervals.
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Rule A We proceed as in rule 0, except that we do not include N = 100 000 for α = 4/5. The
results are shown in figures 24 and 26, the former including those corresponding to SIS.
Here the situation is completely different. We observe that with α = 4/5, the inflection point
of the endemic probability moves to the right as opposed to standard SIS. Additionally, both the
first and second lifetime moments present a peak at a position compatible with the prevalence
curve, but are significantly left-skewed, exhibiting very large lifetimes in the absorbing phase 27.
Finally, a second peak appears at a lower value of the control parameter, becoming more
noticeable as N grows. With α = {2, 4}, the critical point is again approached from the left,
and the peak heights are markedly reduced. A more noteworthy aspect, however, is the fact
that the inflection point of P and the peaks of 〈Θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉 are greatly shifted towards higher
values of the control parameter when compared to the bifurcation diagram. Specifically, the
endemic probability is identically zero in a large range of λ where the prevalence is nonvanishing.
Since the transition of P appears to be continuous for all α, finite-size scaling could in prin-
ciple be attempted. Instead, we perform alternative (exploratory) measures, more appropriate
for elucidating these surprising results.
Lifetime distributions (α < 1) We take the network of size N = 1 000 and sweep a range
of λ, approaching the critical point from below. For each value of the control parameter we
record the lifetime of 100 000 finite realisations and construct the corresponding histograms,
from where we obtain the complementary distribution function, W (Θ). Figure 25 shows the
results for SIS and α = 4/5.
In SIS, W decays exponentially, except for λ = 0.345, at which it exhibits power-law-like
tails, characteristic of a second order transitions 28. On the other hand, with α = 4/5 the
power-law appears around λ ≈ 0.25, well below P ’s inflection point (λc ≈ 0.315); for higher
values of λ it develops an almost flat plateau.
Endemic realisations (α > 1) We again take the network of size N = 1 000 and sweep a
range of λ, covering both the terminating point of the prevalence curve, λc(ρ∞), and the inflec-
tion point of the endemic probability, λc(P ). Running a total of 10 000 single-seed simulations,
whenever a realisation is declared endemic (ςth = 0.75) we thermalise the system during 10 ·N
iterations, and then sample 100 values of ρ, each measurement separated by N events. The
average 〈ρend〉 and its standard error are computed as usual. The results for α = {2, 4} are
shown in figure 27, additionally depicting the endemic probability P and prevalence ρ∞.
For both values of α, 〈ρend〉 presents a discontinuity, at a point between λc(ρ∞) and λc(P ).
Furthermore, it remains below the prevalence curve in the chosen range of λ.
27 Computation-wise, this implies much longer running times, which hinders the use of N = 100 000.
28 Recall that, in section 2.4.3, the critical point was estimated as λc ≈ 0.34525.
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Figure 24: Endemic probability (top) and average lifetimes (first (middle) and second (bottom)
moments), for SIS (left) and α = 4/5 (right), using rule A in RDR networks of sizes
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Figure 25: Complementary lifetime distribution function for SIS (left) and α = 4/5 (right),
using rule A in RDR networks. Legend indicates values of λ.
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Figure 26: As in figure 24, here using α = 2 (left) and α = 4 (right),
and including N = 100 000 (brown).
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Figure 27: Order parameters 〈ρcov〉 (orange), ρ∞ (blue) and P (purple) for α = 2 (left) and
α = 4 (right), using rule A in RDR networks. Uncertainty bars at 95% confidence level.
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3.5 Discussion
The results of both quasi-static and single-seed simulations verify that α = 1 correctly recovers
standard SIS. Undeniably, ENA networks require more extensive computations; however, both
the prevalence and lifespan curves evidence similarities with SIS.
When using rule 0 in RDR networks, α = 4/5 has virtually identical properties as SIS, only
displaying a shifted critical point. On the other hand, α = {2, 4} resemble the results of SIS in
ENAs: the curves approach the critical point from the left and, more noteworthy, β < 1; the
latter indicating a change of universality class.
Overall, the array of novel phenomena in RDRs with rule A demands more thorough anal-
ysis. The secondary peak observed in α = 4/5 is reminiscent of the findings for localised states
[46, 47], which have been related to a Griffiths phase [48, 49]. Nevertheless, the broad peaks
in the lifetime curves and the plateau in the corresponding distributions hint towards the pos-
sibility that many truly endemic realisations are classified as finite (due to fluctuations). Then
the endemic probability would be nonvanishing at lower values of the control parameter, alter-
natively presenting an infinite-order phase transition [50]. The results for α = {2, 4} resemble a
hysteresis loop, characteristic of first-order transitions. These have been observed in absorbing
systems, but are not as extensively researched as in equilibrium systems [29]. A striking result
is that both ρ∞ and P grow continuously, but at different values of the control parameter; the
discontinuous behaviour is apparent in the alternative order parameter ρend.
In hopes of shedding some light on these findings, we conclude out discussion with a few
heuristic arguments.
Epidemic treshold On average, an infected node recovers after a characteristic time τ ∗, and
a susceptible node requires a characteristic amount of exposition time T ∗ in order to become
infected. If τ ∗ is smaller than T ∗, the infector recovers before the infection process is completed,
hence the system is unable to sustain the outbreak (healthy phase). On the contrary, if τ ∗ is
larger than T ∗, the infection is completed before the infector recovers, i.e. the outbreak is able
to propagate (endemic phase); then the critical point λ∗ corresponds to τ ∗ = T ∗.
The average times, 〈τ〉rec and 〈T 〉inf , are unsuitable candidates: first, they are centrality
measures that do not capture any information about the shape of the probability distributions,
and second, they are used in the definition of the spreading ratio and would trivially yield λ∗ = 1,
independent of α. An alternative would be using the probability distributions’ maxima, but
these vanish for α ≤ 1. Instead we use the time at which an event has probability q of having
occurred, i.e. Ψrec(τ
∗) = Ψ∗inf(T
∗) = 1− q.
Solving for the characteristic times yields τ ∗ = −η−1 log(1−q) and T ∗ = µ−1[− log(1−q)]α−1 .
Equating both expressions and substituting µ gives the estimated critical point
λ∗(α; q) =
[− log(1− q)]α−1−1
α−1Γ(α−1)
. (25)
We could be tempted to use q = 1/2, but again it would be a very “central” measure. Instead
we use q = 1/4, a value skewed towards smaller time scales, where the differences for α are
more significant (recall figure 11). As shown in figure 28, λ∗ satisfies λ∗(1) = 1 and increases
monotonically with α, coinciding with the displacement of the threshold to the left (respectively
right) for α < 1 (α > 1) when using rule 0. As expected, this argument does not recover the
values obtained from our simulations: for starters, the choice p = 1/4 is completely arbitrary,
and moreover, we expect the contact topology to play an important role in determining the
position of the epidemic threshold.
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Figure 28: Heuristic estimate of the shifted epidemic threshold.
Rule 0 In RDR networks with α = 1, β appears to be unaltered w.r.t. standard SIS. In these
cases, the probability distribution has a very broad range of “characteristic values” (recall that
CV > 1 for α < 1). Thus the exact amount of exposition time is not as relevant as the fact
that it is nonzero. This is analogous to standard SIS, where having a single infected neighbour
suffices in order to become infected.
On the other hand, β is notably smaller for α > 1. Consider an isolated infected node
A, slightly above the critical point. If one of A’s neighbours becomes infected, it is probable
that others also do (they all amassed the same amount of exposition time). A slight increase
in the control parameter translates in A remaining infected a little longer, adding a small
amount of exposition time to the still susceptible neighbours. However, due to the peakedness
of the probability distribution, this greatly increases their chances of becoming infected. Thus
suddenly many more nodes are infected and the outbreak grows explosively. Additionally, as α
increases the distribution becomes even more peaked (CV decreases), sharpening the explosive
growth (smaller β). As argued in section 2.5, the outbreak quickly diffuses throughout the
network, due to the random, unclustered topology. Added to the stochastic nature of both
recoveries and infections yields a large variance of lifetimes, illustrated by the noisy lifespan
curves. Furthermore, if an infected node fails to infected “enough” neighbours before recovering,
the chain of infection is broken. When these failures repeat consecutively, the outbreak rapidly
decays to the absorbing state, which explains the sudden ending of the prevalence curve. Again
these effects are expected to become more pronounced for sharpen distributions (i.e. larger α).
As discussed previously, the highly clustered structure of ENA networks entails strongly
localised outbreaks. Since susceptible nodes have on average multiple infected neighbours, in-
dividual failures are damped by its surroundings, resulting in smaller fluctuations. Additionally,
the explosive growth for α > 1 is combined with that inherent of the topology.
Rule A For α < 1, the instantaneous hazard rate, ωinf , decreases monotonically. Whenever a
dormant node becomes susceptible, given its nonzero exposition time, it is less likely to become
infected. As a consequence, the system is unable to sustain the outbreak and the threshold is
shifted towards higher values (w.r.t. rule 0). The contrary happens for α > 1: when dormant
nodes becomes susceptible, their exposition time is already close to the required amount, and
therefore become infected more rapidly. Then the system is able to sustain the outbreak well
below the critical point found for rule 0. This argument is suitable for the prevalence curve,
where the system is well thermalised; for single-seed simulations, its effect is less marked. The
fact that the curves in ENAs are more separated than in RDRs, and specially that in the latter
they practically coincide with standard SIS, remains a mystery to be solved.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Inspired by real-life evidence, we developed and analysed a generalised SIS model that reinter-
prets the infection mechanism and allows infectors to cooperate. Incorporating a sole additional
parameter, already for regular contact topologies it exhibits a rich variety of phenomena, i.a.
first-, second- and (possibly) infinite-order transitions. Moreover, it is capable of reproducing
the standard SIS model and requires a minimally modified computational approach.
Although our results suffice to describe the model’s general features, the need of supplemen-
tary research is evident. For starters, the analysis of ENA networks should be completed with
larger system sizes; a straightforward solution to overcome the prohibitive computational cost
would be using a lower coverage threshold. Furthermore, alternative methods are necessary
when using rule A in RDR networks, e.g studying spatiotemporal correlations for α < 1, and
the passage times of endemic realisations for α > 1. Regardless of the topology and relax-
ation time, the analysis of dynamical properties could provide valuable insight into the model’s
variable nature.
A plausible subsequent step would be analysing other values of α as to verify the consis-
tency of our findings, in particular the dependence β(α) when applying rule 0 in RDR networks.
Eventually, exploring different values of ζ and p would fully determine the phase diagram. Af-
terwards more ambitious ventures may be attempted, such as employing heterogeneous degree
distributions or including empirically observed nonexponential recoveries; all in hopes of im-
proving our understanding of epidemic spreading.
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